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COMPUTER SCIENCE/LOGO

Logo Flavours
LCSI versions use the command FENCE rather than
NOWRAP to stop automatic wrapping.

The Atari version doesn't have FENCE, so use

WINDOW instead. This stops the turtle from
wrapping around, but, unlike FENCE, it doesn't halt
the procedure when the turtle reaches the screen
boundary.

In the Spiral procedure on the Spectrum, replace
DRAW in the SETUP subprocedure with CS.

cedure Problems 2

10 GROW : NUMB

MAKE "SCALE :SCALE 1 :NUMB
END

TO S.FORWARD :DIST
FORWARD:SCALE 1:DIST

END

1) Write a procedure to draw a circle of radius 50.

Modify the procedure so that the radius is given as
an input to the procedure.
2) Write a procedure that draws a 'target' consisting
of five concentric circles.

the initial length must be multiplied to produce the
spiral effect. Different sets of inputs may be used
to achieve different effects — we tried 70 283 0.95,
70 143 0.95, and 20 243 1.05. Try other sets of
numbers and see what happens.

NOWRAP is a new command. This stops the
turtle 'wrapping around' the screen — when the
turtle reaches the screen boundary the procedure
will stop with an 'out of bounds' error message. In
many cases, the wrap-around effect can give
interesting results. In this procedure it spoils the
spiral effect, so NO WRAP is used to turn it off.

The main titecedure EQSPI repeatedly draws a
lin ..(theiength Of which is determined by the scale
actor), then turns through a fixed angle, and

finally alters the scale factor. The length of the
lines drawn either \increases or decreases,
'depending on whether `the scale factor is greater
thaiterjess than 1. The large number after REPEAT
is simprrio,keep the procedure going for a long
time. If you'ile en enough, Ness Control-G (or
Break)iosto the prq_cedure ruhning. Most of the
variab are 'ffr-the exception of "SCALE.
This is obal because "GROWhanges its value,
and this w value must be made vailable to
S. FORWAR D. us, "SCALE is used to ip unicate
between the o procidures.

To see how these procedures work, let's see
what happens if we type HOUSE 30. Loco reads the
input line and assigns the value 30 to the variable
"BIG in HOUSE. The first line of HOUSE is therefore
now equivalent to SQUARE 30. The variable "SIZE in
SQUARE is, in turn, assigned the value 30. SQUARE
is now run, with FD :SIZE becoming FD 30. A similar
procedure is followed when TRI is called.

Now try adapting the procedures for drawing
the five-by five board so that BOARD takes the size
of the square as an input.

Here'sdrocedure that draws polygons, with
the num of sides given as an input:

TO POLY :SIDES
REPEAT :SIDES [FD 50 RT 360 / :SIDES]

END

Using tis procedure with on- -. 'ut, PS 3 will
draw triangle, POLY square, d so on.
Howe er, in polygons wn by this
proce ure the sides will be 50 ts in length.A
mo neral procedure that ws p ygons of-
any z4requires two inputs o e for the number
of s es and one for the uited length. T
this, all that is need is to ada t
pr9ceduI to replace e 50 't a a
aid add that nam o the ti line:

TO POLY :SID :SIZE
REPEAT :SIDES [FD :SI

END

NowPOLY3wil1dra a pen
30 units in lpngth You 'ght
your new 

veksion 
cX,th board-

so that it willØraw aIysquare bord (n
by-five). Thee will now-.be two inp
number of sqiiares in eaell direction, andAk.size.

GLOBAL ARIABL
So far we have considered v bles that
o the procedur s that use them. ut variables m

be fined th t are available r use by all
proc- .üre Thdse are known as g1oba1variable('
and are usfuLforcojijjnicating ipformation
between differenTprocedures. ov—R—TeWititsiruse--
makes debugging mo difficult and so they
should be used sparingly.

The command MAKE is used tCassign values to
global variables. MAKE "SIDE 3 assigns 3 as the value
of the variable "INSIDE. MAKE "SIDE :SID 1
increases the value of "SIDE by one. The exa
meaning of the notation in this second example is:
find the value of the variable "SIDE, add one, then
assign the result back to the variable named "SIDE.
In each case, MAKE requires two inputs — the name
of the variable, and the value to be assigned to that
variable.

To sum up the programming features we have
covered in this instalment of the Loco course,
we've designed some procedures for drawing
spirals. The main procedure is named EQSPI. This
requires three inputs: the initial length of the line to
be drawn, the angle that must be turned at each
'corner' of the spiral, and a scale factor by which
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RIRPI : GLE :FACT

SETUP
_ REPEAT 1000 [S.FORWARD :SIZE RIGHT :ANGLE

I

GROW :FACT]

ETUP
RAW NOWRAP MAKE "SCALE 1

dure or


